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With the perfection of the insurance legal system and the supervision system，the 
rise of the national disposable income and the increasing awareness of insurance, our 
insurance industry has achieved a remarkable improvement. In the meantime, the 
opening of the this industry allows the surge of social capital, which includes a major 
source from the acquisition. It is the cash flow emerged from the insurance services that 
draws the social capital's attention. Enterprises make use of the enormous amount of 
cash flows by acquiring insurance asset and through a series of mergers, they manage 
to achieve quick expansion and growth. However, not every acquisition can be 
successful, yet it is still unknown whether a successful acquisition can help with the 
effective integration of asset, human resources and services and the future development 
of the enterprises. According to the researches in the past, people pay more attention to 
the affection towards the insurance companies being acquired instead of the enterprises 
that started it. For the acquirers, its initial motive is to promote the future development, 
but does the acquisition really bring the anticipated results is still in question. 
Using the public enterprises as samples, this paper studies the short term and long 
term performance of public companies acquiring insurance companies by establishing 
estimating systems and using empirical methods. On the basis of this research, this 
paper studies the factors those influence the performance. Because of the different types 
of insurance companies, the subjects vary in acquirers. Despite the total analysis of the 
financial performance, this paper tends to compare the results caused by the differences 
in types and subjects, hoping to have an overview of this field and provide information 
for future reference. 
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第一章  绪论 
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国企企业间的并购行为日益频繁，2005 年，我国共发生并购行为 1022 起，到了
2015 年末，我国发生的企业间的并购数量达到了 6486 起，2005 年，我国企业间





图 1-1 2005-2015年我国并购数量统计（单位：起） 
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